
Building Rapport

The  Principles  of Influence/Persuasion   

  Key   Cultural    Considerations

Understanding key terms as they relate to the 
Korean culture will provide insight into their collective 
psyche. These terms will also provide bridges for 
communicating and building rapport with Koreans.

Trust is based on the previous concepts of 
understanding and respect. South Korea tends 
to be a low-trust society. This means that the 
people are very selective about who they trust 
outside of their family. Being consistent and 
honest in your communications as well as 
fulfilling commitments will facilitate the building 
of trust with your Korean counterpart.

The quickest way to permanently 
damage a relationship is to 
publicly shame someone which 
causes them to lose face. Shame 
is regarded as the foundation of 
morality. Koreans tend to avoid 
embarrassing situations that may 
cause them to be looked down 
on by others. They generally 
conduct themselves as dictated 
by their station in life to maintain 
the respect others afford them.

Many Koreans feel they are required to shape 
the truth when they respond to others to save 
face and maintain harmonious relationships. It is 
important to be aware of this concept to identify 
any inconsistencies and gaps in what is being 
communicated.

The chol communicates much more than verbal 
greetings and handshaking. The message given by 
a chol is determined by its depth and its duration. 
The deeper the bow and the longer its duration, 
the stronger the message. The lower-status person 
generally bows first, with peers bowing at the same 
depth and duration. 

Chol           (Choll): The Bow

Yonjul                  (Yohn-juhl): Connections

Chodae                 (Choh-day): Sharing a meal

Kongja                 (Kohng-jah):

Yugyo                   (Yuu-g’yoe):
Confucianism

Shinyong                (Sheen-yohng): Trust Changpi               (Chahng-pee): Shame

Chongmal                (Chohng-mahl): Truth

Chongyong              (Chohn-gyohng): Respect
South Korea is an honor-based society and any 
sign of disrespect, real or perceived, is taken as 
a serious insult. Koreans are proud of their culture 
and everything that they have achieved, which 
tends to make them sensitive to any actions that 
appear to be disrespectful.  Many Koreans will 
determine the amount of respect to show a visitor 
based on the visitor’s perceived status within the 
visitor’s native culture.

People who do not have and cannot make connections 
with the “right” people are severely limited in what they 
can accomplish. Any attempt to communicate with 
someone should focus on relationship first, task second.

The sharing of food and drink  holds a significant 
psychological and emotional role in South Korean 
culture.  Koreans use eating together and sharing 
from the same bowls and plates as a tool to build 
and maintain strong relationships. 

Confucianism permeates many aspects of Korean 
culture. It shapes their identity, work ethic, and how 
they communicate. Five Relationships are identified 
as being the Principal Relationships for a Confucian-
based society.  They are ruler and subject, father and 
son, elder brother and younger brother, husband 
and wife, and friend and friend.

Reciprocity – Humans are 
programmed to reciprocate when 
we are given a gift or provided a 
favor. The concept of reciprocation 
is a core concept within the South 
Korean culture. If you give a gift 
or provide a favor to your counterpart, then they will 
feel a responsibility to reciprocate sometime in the 
future. Be careful to only provide a gift or service 
that your counterpart can respond to in kind.  

Commitment and Consistency – Humans desire 
to be seen as consistent. In South Korea, the 
collective desire to maintain harmonious relations 
feeds into this principle. Any lack of consistency or 
commitment could be considered a disruptive force 
to the environment they are attempting to maintain.

Social Proof – When we are uncertain about 
whether something is correct or not, we tend to look 
at what others are doing for validation. If everyone is 
doing it, we perceive that as a correct action to take.  
The collective nature of decision-making in South 
Korea infers that the concept of social proof is heavily 
integrated into their decision-making process.  

Liking  – People tend to be more inclined to 
respond to a request if they like the person 
making the request.  Factors that can increase 
liking are similarity, physical attractiveness, 
increased familiarity through repeated contact, and 
association with positive things.  

Authority – Humans tend to have a deep-rooted 
sense of adherence to individuals they perceive 
as authorities. Individuals who possess high 
levels of knowledge, wisdom, and power can 
commonly be perceived as authority figures. With 
the influence of the concept of chongyong (paying 
proper respect),  many Koreans submit to the will 
of individuals and institutions who are seen as 
possessing  legitimate authority.     

Scarcity – Opportunities seem more valuable to 
us when their availability is limited.  The scarcity 
concept can be applied in a number of ways and 
be used for both the tangible and intangible.  An 
example of the intangible would be to remind your 
counterpart there is a limited window of opportunity.  

English Korean
Hello An-yong ha-se-yo
Good-bye An-nyong-hi ga-se-yo 
How are you? Chal ji-nae-sho-sso-yo 
I’m fine, thanks Neh. Chal ji-nae-sso-yo 
Thank you Kam-sa-ham-ni-da 
You’re welcome A-ni-e-yo 
Yes / No Neh / Ah-nio
My name is… Cho-nun_____i-e-yo 
I have to go Ka-bwa-ya dwoe-yo 
I’m sorry (sympathy) Mwo-ra-go-yo 
I’m sorry (mistake) Choe-song-ham-ni-da 
I don’t understand Mo-na-ra-dut-kke-sso-yo 
Today / Now O-nul / Chi-gum 
Tomorrow / Yesterday Nae-il / O-je 
Good / Bad Cho-a-yo / An-jo-a-yo
I don’t know Mo-ru-ge-sso-yo 
Do you speak 
English? 

Yong-o-han-gu-go  
hal jul a-se-yo 

Survival Language

Concepts adapted from Robert B. Cialdini’s
Influences: Science and Practice
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United States Army
Training and Doctrine Command

TRADOC Culture Center

For additional information see:
https://ikn.army.mil/CultureCenter

550 Cibeque Street, Suite 111
Fort Huachuca, Arizona 85613

Comm: (520) 538-5502

• This could be key leader, trainees, counterpart
• Determine extent of influence/

potential for long-term influence
• Evaluate counterpart’s network

• Engagements include KLEs, negotiation, 
mediation, trainings, etc. Using the KLE 
format for all types of engagements 
maximizes your capabilities.

• A Key Leader Engagement (KLE) is a method 
for building relationships with people and entities 
of influence in your area of operation (AO). 

• KLEs occur at ALL LEVELS.
• Desired effects are usually best 

achieved through deliberate and 
focused face-to-face meetings. 

• Effective KLEs foster/expand communication 
and cooperation between US Forces and 
Host Nation Security Forces (HNSF). 

• Identify (ID) what you want (positions/interests)
• ID supporting objectives
• ID conditions required to achieve 
• Determine what you are able to 

give to get what you want
• Determine BATNA/ZOPA
• Other enablers?

• It’s all about mutual respect
• Follow meeting/training etiquette
• Be patient and listen (this must always be 

balanced with mission requirements)
• Know when to speak
• Look at counterpart not interpreter
• Be flexible and adapt
• Focus on objectives (especially 

if frustrated with process)
• Promise only what you can deliver
• Encourage local ownership of meeting/

training/outcomes/solutions
• Conclude with review, clarifications, 

expectations, contact info and 
next meeting/training dates

• Conduct debrief/AAR
• Submit report/AAR IAW unit SOP
• Document relevant information 

regarding engagement/
leaders/trainees

• Incorporate lessons learned

• Reengagement or ongoing relationships 
usually equals success

• Sustain/maintain relationships
• Review previous meeting/training 

reports prior to next engagement
• Ensure colleagues/partners 

have relevant information 
to continue relationships

• Evaluate continuously

• Discuss desired effects/common terms 
with relevant personnel (cultural advisor, 
leadership, colleagues, interpreter, etc.)

• ID roles for engagement (meeting leader, 
note taker, observer, interpreter) 

• ID roles for training (primary/secondary 
instructors and interpreters)

• Learn and practice appropriate 
greetings, closings, social norms

• Rehearse for meeting/training and interpreter
• ID gift-exchange and/or sharing 

expectations with respect to 
Commander’s guidance and intent

• Conduct standard mission planning (security, 
maneuver, logistics, communications, etc.)

Engagements
• Confirm/deny key leader’s 

capability (Am I engaging 
the appropriate person/s?)

• Ethnicity (language/dialect)
• Identity (national, regional, tribal, 

etc.) background/perspective
• Religious or spiritual norms
• All affiliations and alliances
• Determine counterpart’s agenda, 

motivation and interests
• Review previous KLE reports
• Develop contingency plans

KLE information adapted from Asymmetric Warfare Group KLE guide OCT 2009

Identify Individual(s) 

Intelligence Preparation 
of the Environment

Identify Desired Effects

Prepare

Debrief/Report

Reengage

Implement/Execute


